
2 Quest, Dream, Goal, or Challenge 
What happens to set your story in motion? What goal, dream, or quest do you seek? 
What challenge presents itself? How does this make you feel?  

1
What is your state of mind as your story opens? Set the scene: describe your surroundings, include
details. Where are you? What is your basic life situation? Your age? Tap into your senses/emotions

Character = YOU

3
Who helps you face your challenge or achieve your goal? Who comes alongside you in your
journey to overcome? Are you given advice? Lent a hand? Who or what is your hero? 

Journey to Overcome or Achieve 

4 Resolution
How does the story end? How does the situation resolve? Describe your transformation.
What changes take place in your life? What is your new state of mind? How does this feel?

5-STEP STORY GUIDE
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1

Date: 

5 Lesson Learned (your simple message to others). 
"What I learned was........"

Or
+



5 WAYS TO DIFFERENTIATE
WITH DIALOGUE

 

P R E P A R E D  B Y  R E B E C C A  P .  M U R R A Y
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Break the 4th wall. Lean in. Lower your voice volume. The audience leans in
too. Sharing a confidence. Personal. Emotional. Creates intimacy. Great to
uncover humor or to share something difficult to talk about. A struggle. 

Gives the characters voice to tell the story firsthand.
 

It balances and breaks up the narration. 
 

Adds depth, validity, humor & emotion.

Why use character dialogue?

Talk to self. The audience can get in your head and overhear a conversation with
yourself. Can say 'I was thinking.' Or blurt something out. The audience is
eavesdropping. Think of Rebecca's grandmother on the bus.

Talk to someone else (like an actor in a play). Pull us into the story exactly as it
happened. As if the audience is there to witness it first hand. You are reliving
your emotional state. The other person doesn't need to respond.

Other character talks back. If both characters are differentiated enough, you can
omit 'he said, she said.' Real conversation or fabricated as in projecting what a
dog inanimate object might say or what someone might be thinking.
‘It/he/she/yhey looked at me as if to say.'

The random voice/characters. Used to pull in humor or characterize what
someone might be thinking or saying. To emphasize a point. You might even
become another character for a presentation. 

Between You and Me

In My Head

What I Said

What She/He/They/It Said

Voices in My Head



DEVELOP YOUR STORYTELLER
PRESENCE AND VOICE
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Nerves can derail an otherwise great presentation. But if we start seeing nerves
as a positive force, they can become a valuable energy resource.

What is dynamic range? It's the difference between extremes. In the case of our
voice, it's high and lows, fast and slow, deep and shallow. It adds depth and
interest. Breath in from 1 - 3. Count out loud to 15. Count out loud to 20. 

Make sure you audience, every member, can hear you! Use the Goldie Locks test.
Play with pitch patterns to make a point. Tone (quality) of voice. Pitch vs. tone. 
"It's Your Turn to Feed the Cat. I did it yesterday." "Yeah Jill that purple sweater
goes perfectly with that red blouse."

Vary the pace of your presentation: speeding up or slowing down can bring out
emotions and help you make a point. Pause after punch line. Purposeful
pauses give your audience a chance to catch up and absorb. Use to support
both humor and drama. Rate of speech overall varies from 100 - 140 wpm.
What's yours in general?

Focuses on syllables. No run-on words. Make sure the consonants can be
heard. Supports clarity. When you confuse you lose connection. Peter Piper
Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers. High Roller, Low Roller, Lower Roller. Twixt
this and six thick thistle sticks. Friday's Five Fresh Fish Specials.

Dealing with Nerves

Vocal Range Dynamics (Breath is Key)

Volume, Pitch and Tone

Pace and Pause

Inflection, Articulation, Enunciation

6 Posture, Eye Contact, Smile 
Ties back to your overall presence. Posture not too relaxed. Not too stiff. 
Eye contact: Even if you are reading, you need to look up and connect throughout.
If not reading, make sure to span the audience, holding eye contact for a second or
two with each person from time to time. The larger the audience, the longer you
can hold eye contact with any one person. 



DEVELOP YOUR STORYTELLER
PRESENCE AND VOICE
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Nerves can derail an otherwise great presentation. But if we start seeing nerves
as a positive force, they can become a valuable energy resource.

What is dynamic range? It's the difference between extremes. In the case of our
voice, it's high and lows, fast and slow, deep and shallow. It adds depth and
interest. Breath in from one to three. Avoid trailing off. Count out loud to 15. Count
out loud to 20. 

Make sure your audience, every member, can hear you! Use the Goldie Locks
test. Play with pitch patterns to make a point. Tone (quality) of voice. Pitch vs.
tone. "It's Your Turn to Feed the Cat. I did it yesterday." "Yeah Jill that purple
sweater goes perfectly with that red blouse."

Vary the pace of your presentation: speeding up or slowing down can bring out
emotions and help you make a point. Pause after punch line. Purposeful
pauses give your audience a chance to catch up and absorb. Use to support
both humor and drama. Rate of speech overall varies from 100 - 140 wpm.
What's yours?

Focuses on syllables. Avoid run-on words. Articulating clearly and crisply
supports clarity. When you confuse, you lose connection. To warm up your
mouth and voice, try these tongue twisters before you give your next
presentation: Peter Piper Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers. High Roller, Low
Roller, Lower Roller. Twixt this and six thick thistle sticks. Friday's Five Fresh
Fish Specials. Unique New York. She sells seashells by the seashore.

Dealing with Nerves

Vocal Range Dynamics (Breath is Key)

Volume, Pitch and Tone

Pace and Pause

Inflection, Articulation, Enunciation

6
Posture, Eye Contact, Smile 
Ties back to your overall presence. Posture not too relaxed. Not too stiff. 
Eye contact: Even if you are reading, you need to look up and connect throughout.
If not reading, make sure to span the audience, holding eye contact for a second or
two with each person from time to time. The larger the audience, the longer you
can hold eye contact with any one person. 
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STORY STRUCTURE

The bigger the contrast,
the bigger the conflict.
This makes a bigger story
and potentially more room
for emotion.

Without structure our audience becomes confused. 
When people are confused, they disconnect.

Five Essential Elements

 

Challenge

Character(s)

 Quest Contrast

Resolution, Redemption, Resting State

Journey to Overcome

3 Basics + 2 More

Who is your character?
What does your character think,

dream, or care about? 

What is your character's 
quest or goal? 

Perhaps the goal isn't evident until
a challenge appears? Describe

how your character pursues a goal
while addressing the challenge.

note:
Describe the journey to overcome

the challenge and the turning point!
Will our character prevail? 

Your character can face many
challenges and turning points

creating a roller coaster effect.
How does your story end?

Resolution, Redemption, a New
Normal? The most unsatisfying
stories leave us wondering. 
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STRUCTURE YOUR STORY
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Character

Quest or Goal

Challenge

Journey to Overcome Challenge(s)

Resolution (how does it end?)

or

Who is your character?
What does your character think,
dream, or care about? What are

your character's inner challenges?

What is your character's goal? OR

what happens to create a challenge? 

Describe how your character pursues a

goal while addressing the challenge.

Describe the journey to overcome
the challenge and the turning

point! Will our character prevail?

Your character can face many
challenges and turning points

creating a roller coaster effect.

How does your story end? Resolution,
Redemption, a New Normal or Lesson
Learned? The most unsatisfying stories

leave us wondering. 
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MESSAGE DRIVES STORY
STRUCTURE DRIVES MESSAGE

What is Your Message? 

 

1

Your message, and how it's delivered influences the
thoughts, feelings, and actions of your audience.

Who is it For?

What do you want your audience to Think, Feel or Do?3

As short as possible. 10 words or less is ideal. 
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ESTRUCTURA MUY SENCILLO Y CORTO DE 'MI HISTORIA'

 

4

Personaje = TÚ

 

Desafío

Travesía para superar

 

La resolución

Lección aprendida 

o

SUPER SIMPLE SUPER SHORT 'ME STORY' STRUCTURE

Character 

Challenge

Journey to Overcome 

Resolution

Lesson Learned
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ESTRUCTURA MUY SENCILLO Y CORTO DE 'MI HISTORIA'

 

4

Personaje = TÚ

 

Desafío

Travesía para superar

 

La resolución
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¿Qué era tu estado de ánimo mientras que empieza tu cuento? Añade algunos detalles como
edad, donde estás viviendo, tus metas o sueños. ¿Qué es tu situación básica de vida?

¿Qué pasa para empezar el movimiento de la historia? ¿Qué desafío aparece en tu vida que
presenta una oportunidad para crecerse. ¿Cómo te haces sentir ese desafío?
  

¿Cómo te escoges a enfrentar el desafío? ¿Estás dado un consejo? ¿Alguién te ayuda? 
¿Cómo continuas adelante?

Lección aprendida (tu mensaje a los de más)

¿Cómo se acabe la historia? ¿Cómo se resvuelve la situación? ¿Cuáles cambios te nota en tu vida?

 (Llena el espacio)

Aprendí que: 

o


